The temporal evolution of hypoglycemic brain damage. III. Light and electron microscopic findings in the rat caudoputamen.
The caudate nucleus and putamen belong to the selectively vulnerable brain regions which incur neuronal damage in clinical and experimental settings of both hypoglycemia and ischemia. We have previously documented the density and distribution of the hypoglycemic damage in rat caudoputamen, but the evolution of the injury, i.e., the sequence of structural changes, has not been assessed. Therefore, in the present study we analyze the light and electron microscopic alterations in the caudoputamen of rats exposed to standardized, pure insults of severe hypoglycemia with isoelectric EEG for 10-60 min, or in rats which, following insults of 30 or 60 min, were allowed to recover for periods from 5 min to 6 months. The hypoglycemic insult produced severe nerve cell injury in the dorsolateral caudoputamen. Immediately after the insult abnormal light neurons with clearing of the peripheral cytoplasm were present. These cells disappeared early in the recovery period, as they do in the cerebral cortex. Dark neurons were also present, but unlike those in the cerebral cortex they did not appear until recovery was instituted. Their number increased for a couple of hours and they became acidophilic within 4-6 h. At this stage, electron microscopy revealed severe clumping of the nuclear chromatin and cytoplasm as well as incipient fragmentation of cell membranes, all these changes indicating an irreversible injury. Within 24 h flocculent densities appeared in the mitochondria and by day 2-3 of recovery the great majority of the medium-sized neurons had undergone karyorrhexis and cytorrhexis, their remnants being subsequently removed by macrophages. After some weeks only large and a few medium-sized neurons remained amidst reactive astrocytes and numerous macrophages. The delay in the appearance of dark, lethally injured medium-sized neurons until the recovery was instituted suggests an effect that does not become apparent until the substrate supply and energy production are restored. Furthermore, it points out again the selectivity of the hypoglycemic nerve cell injury with respect to the type (metabolic characteristics?) and topographic location of the neurons.